
Welcome to the Leadership Caffeine Jam Session! 

First time? Use CHAT &
Reply to Everyone You own keeping the chat

narrative flowing; lead with
ideas; incorporate questions!

Recording + anonymous
chat stream will be shared

Questions/Suggestions:
art@artpetty.com

THINK ABOUT IT: Your development as a leader is owned by the person
staring back at you in the mirror. There are no shortcuts, magical listicles,

or hacks that replace time, effort, and experimentation!

& today...we'll explore (at least)
4 heavy lifting leadership
development exercises.

Yes, it's Leg Day in
the Jam Session!

1. For Starters, Consider...

For comparison: 

100K titles when
searching the term "Sex"

70K titles for "Religion" and "Politics" respectively

Book industry estimate: 4 books published
every day on leadership last year

But wait, there's more!

Some sources
have it higher

And something like 4.2 quintillion
articles with X Tips to Make You a

Better Leader....

(OK, it just feels like it.)

Can only draw one conclusion...we are
interested, motivated, and judging by all that

consumption of learning about leadership, we
must BE GREAT at LEADING!

(Or not)

2. And yet...we have this...

Source: State of the Global Workplace, 2022 Report, Gallup

Why???????????

3. What's going on here? 

"The leadership
industry has failed."

"Leaders fail their people, their organizations, the larger society,
and even themselves with unacceptable frequency."

Two consulting psychologists surveying the leadership landscape concluded that “there
is scarcely any evidence that all this spending . . . is producing better leaders.”

"The recommendations include, but are not limited to, that leaders inspire trust, be authentic, tell the truth, serve others
(particularly those who work for and with them), be modest and self-effacing, exhibit empathic understanding and

emotional intelligence, and other similar seemingly sensible nostrums. 

And on the other hand, there sits ample, even
overwhelming evidence of workplaces filled with disengaged, dissatisfied employees who do not trust their leaders

and whose oft-expressed number one desire is to leave their current employer. ...Good intentions notwithstanding, there is
precious little evidence that any of these recommendations have had a

positive impact."

I agree with Jeff! 

We have to quit serving up pablum and
expecting great leaders to emerge.

"I'm willing to wager, not a single one of you are going to become more " authentic" this year! As for your emotional intelligence and executive presence..., well..."

4. Let's try this question...(YOUR INPUT)

For leaders you've encountered on your journey
WHO GENERATED GREAT RESULTS

WITH/THROUGH OTHERS, what do/did they do?

Encouragement: get
the pablum out....

Fyi, I asked 474 managers and executives this
question last year and then pushed them to

think harder. Here's a short list of what they said:

Set unambiguous expectations
and held us accountable

Taught us how to navigate the political
system in our organizations to get the big things done

Hired slow and fired fast

Prioritized the big, difficult items first and made sure
he/we handled them.

Pushed people so far out of their comfort zones they didn't
know what zip code they were in most of the time. But, we

grew...and fast.

Kicked me off her team! I was angry until I
realized that she was helping me grow my

experience and take on the next level.

Never hid the challenges in front of us. No fluff, no empty
cheerleading. Just reality...followed by a question: "How do

you think we should handle this?"

Trusted good people to do the right
things and let them run.

Worked constantly to make sure we worked like a team....
including fighting, playing, creating, deciding, executing..

Kept the goals and targets in
front of us and worked like crazy

to help us succeed.

Called people out when their
behaviors were damaging to our

working environment

Gave me the tough input I needed
at the time to improve.

What do I do?

Well, I can't read 4 books a day and spend
endless amounts of money on leadership

training...what do I do if I want to get better at
leading others?

Let's pick a few potentially
impactful things you can

do on your own!

5. Leaders Get the BIG Things Done

What are the BIG
people/culture/structural/strategic

issues you are facing?

Newsflash: most managers I engage
with via coaching are sitting on at least two BIG

things they know need to be taken care of. When solved/completed/removed, they are game changers. They've been avoiding them. 

ASK YOURSELF: What one or two big
items when solved will allow you/others/your

organization to generate better results?

Strengthen your Leadership
Muscles While Working on the BIG ITEMS

Gain support from your
boss or top executives

Build a coalition to solve

Create opportunities for people to grow
as a result of the BIG item...

Coach like Crazy: Positive &
Constructive Input

Make heroes out of
those who help you!

(Grows reciprocity!)

Or, if it's a sensitive personnel issue: engage
the right parties and be resolute in pursuing it. 

6. Leaders stretch to
accomplish BIG things (and
model the behaviors for all

to see)

Please, after this session, jot down all
of your S.M.A.R.T. goals for the year

on a sheet of paper.

Heresy, right! 

"Goals that spell out exactly what needs to be accomplished,
and that set the bar for achievement high, result in far

superior performance than goals that are vague or set the
bar too low." -Locke and Latham

NEWSFLASH: most of our organizational goal
systems avoid the big body of research on how to

harness goals for massive growth!

"It's a
fundamental scientific fact: goals

improve performance." -Marc Effron

START HERE: Use a S.L.I.M. Format (adapted from Marc Effron) for one or at most two BIG goals

Specific

Learning oriented (Will push you to explore,
connect, research, and create)

as part of goal execution.

Impactful (Will impact something
important in a BIG way!)

Measurable

My goal is to complete the manager's
operating system book manuscript

before the end of April

L: learning: research all the potential complementary books; I have
to tune my research 10 programs in MOS; I have to engage an
editor; I have engage a book coach...I have to determine how to

make this an effective format

Impact: do my part to reverse or improve
those miserable Gallup numbers

Measurable: targets.....

& ask the right person/people (boss, executive
etc. to Sponsor/Coach as you work

through the BIG goal.)

If something isn't radically different and
improved after you complete your goal,

it wasn't BIG enough!!

What are the one or two BIG goals that
you will achieve this year....?

Here's a secret: I have managers quietly translating
their goals and working with team members to do the

same from SMART to SLIM.

7. Leaders need to refuel. Two Ideas to help.

Note: humans constantly navigate moments of self-doubt and
uncertainty over their ability to navigate what's in front of

them.

Leaders are humans. (At least most of them. )

1. Mine your Crucible Moments

"A crucible is, by definition, a transformative
experience through which an individual comes to a

new or an altered sense of identity."

How did this moment in your life change you?

What can you take from this experience to help you better define
the leader you aspire to be?

Note: one of the skills essential for
living and succeeding in a crucible

moment is "adaptability."

This is a superpower in this era!

What's a "crucible" moment in your
career that has altered your sense of "

leadership" identity? (How did it affect you?)

2. Ask for help creating your "living eulogy"

(Can you say: "awkward"?)

How many of you are willing to
take the leap and try this? (My approach)

Reach out to current and past colleagues:
bosses, peers, team members:

Ask them: 

1. When we worked together,
what was it you saw that I did

exceptionally well?

2. How did I affect you? 

NOTE: I don't use the "eulogy" term. It
was here to get your attention!

Cable's approach (inspired by Laura Morgan
Roberts): Ask those important to you to write down

memories of you at your best.

"When we refocus our attention on our strengths,
and lean into the positive momentum it creates,

we are motivated to push ourselves harder, to try
new things and take steps that lead to personal

transformation."

8. Define (or refine) your view to your  Aspirational Leadership Self

Demands that you ask others what you need; draw upon your role models,
think through your values/priorities and how you want to affect others...and

THEN SHARE IT, asking others to hold you accountable.

Sounds soft! Pablum? I think
not!!

Hundreds of professionals use this via
my workshops every year.

Want the Leadership Charter
Activity instructions?

email: art@artpetty.com 

Imagine you've been selected to
lead off your organization's

Leadership Conference. Your job is to describe the leader you aspire to be.

1. To prepare for this, you reflect on
the leaders who have inspired you.

..and what they did.

2. You do something radical: you ask your
team members what they need from you as

a leader with this question:

"At the end of our time working together
when we're and you're successful, what

will you say I did?"

Sidebar: my favorite
leadership question ever!

Angela’s Question™

3. Complete these statements: 

Here’s who I aspire to be as a leader...
This is why this is important to me...
Here’s how I want to affect you... •

Here’s what you can expect from me
(and what you should hold me

accountable to)... • Here’s what I
expect from you...

4. Organize and present your view to your
Aspirational Leadership Self!

I've had people use pictures; draw
images; create slides; write it out in

longhand format; tell stories about who
has inspired them and how they aspire to

pay it forward....

Be creative!!
I recommend turning it into a Charter that you

share with your team members and ask them to
hold you accountable to it!

(Blanchard and Tichy call this "
Leadership Point of View" or "

Teachable Point of View"

9. Tying Things Together

Books and programs are
interesting and helpful for context

Nothing replaces the heavy lifting of working on yourself,
challenging things, BIG goals, and when needed, finding

ways to reset and recharge.

One of the best ways to strengthen
your leadership development is to ask

them what they need!

It's important to have a view to
the future you with your

Aspirational Leadership Self!


